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baba was one of the few directors who could make a difference, when we were growing up, and not
have his music changed the film much. there have been many instances where a composer has
made it very difficult to even adapt the score into the hindi movie, the point is that if there is no

hindi film dialogue, then it is not very useful for the purpose of making a complete movie. then there
are songs that are so melodic and have so much feeling that it is nice to get one song and then they

play the another with no dialogue. there is a need to have a good balance of each, a compromise
that is acceptable to all. we are in a strange place in the world when it comes to culture, history, and
film, where people in india are enjoying a bollywood equivalent. we are actually finding people here
in india who adore it, but in those days, the only thing we wanted was to be the 10-minute-movie
kind of movie. the fact that it is a popular trend now is one of the biggest reasons why such a film
like roja has had such a long life. that is the truest measure of your art in this medium. a great film

like roja may not always resonate with the masses, but everyone knows about it, everyone has heard
about it, and everyone has memories associated with it. a movie like that doesn't fade away and it
just remains. you can close your eyes at night and see it, and it might even be in your head when

you wake up in the morning. the most important thing about the song is that it has so many
emotions. it breaks your heart with the lyrics and the way the song is structured. if you listen to the

whole song, i am sure you would feel good. let's move beyond that, i think every time you see a film,
you're hoping for a good song. now everyone expects the song and that itself is quite irritating. i

think if roja had songs, like kadhal rojave, people wouldn't have been so frustrated.
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